INCIDENT RESOLUTION EVALUATION

Did we implement our plan effectively?

NO  MOSTLY NO  NEITHER YES OR NO  MOSTLY YES  YES

Did our incident response team have the right personnel and resources to effectively manage the incident?

NO  MOSTLY NO  NEITHER YES OR NO  MOSTLY YES  YES

Was the entire school staff appropriately prepared to respond to the incident?

NO  MOSTLY NO  NEITHER YES OR NO  MOSTLY YES  YES

Was our communication plan sufficient?

NO  MOSTLY NO  NEITHER YES OR NO  MOSTLY YES  YES

Were our campus communities prepared to respond to the critical incident?

NO  MOSTLY NO  NEITHER YES OR NO  MOSTLY YES  YES

Did we make effective use of our parent and community allies?

NO  MOSTLY NO  NEITHER YES OR NO  MOSTLY YES  YES

Was our code of conduct effective in addressing student behavior related to the incident?

NO  MOSTLY NO  NEITHER YES OR NO  MOSTLY YES  YES